Parent’s Acknowledgement of Assurances K-8
(Required Annually)
Please initial each of the following statements:

_____ I understand that MVPS is an Honors program with high expectations and I seek to provide my student with a rigorous education.

_____ I understand that MVPS focuses on positive, supportive relationships in which we embrace and recognize all of our talents.

_____ I recognize that MVPS focuses on nothing but the best or excellence at every level.

_____ I seek an education full of enrichment in finding my child’s love of learning.

_____ I celebrate the fact that the entire MVPS community is 100% committed to educating our children.

_____ I accept the responsibility to supervise my student in using the MVPS curriculum. I understand that I am expected to become knowledgeable about it.

_____ I understand that MVPS is a program within a public school and that assigned teachers are accountable for student learning. I recognize that regular communication with our teacher and consistent lesson progression are essential components to the excellence, commitment and rigor of MVPS.

_____ I understand that it is my responsibility to secure Internet service from an Internet service provider.

_____ I understand that MVPS is a program within a public school and that my student may not be enrolled in any other public school without a dual enrollment agreement being established with MVPS and the other public school.

_____ I understand that MVPS is a program within a public school and follows the Kansas health and immunization guideline requirements.

_____ I understand that MVPS is an optional program within a public school. My student is required to participate in the Kansas State assessments.

_____ I understand that my child must meet grade level proficiency and complete the audit in order to maintain enrollment.

_____ I attest that I am a resident of Kansas, proof of residence and address submitted are the same.

_____ I understand there is a $100.00 annual enrollment fee per student Kindergarten through 8th grade.


_____ I agree that if I change my mind about continuing enrollment with MVPS, I will have to pay the $150.00 restocking fee, plus the cost associated with return of curriculum materials in addition to the $100.00 application fee.